March 2007 Safety Meeting Minutes

Members Present; Randy Walker, Dave Johnson, Hollis Lundeen Brian Parker and Vlada Gertseva

Vlada mentioned the “No Dogs Allowed” sign on the trail are faded and should be replaced with new ones.

It was also mentioned that some of the students would like a button placed on the inside of the mechanical gate by the ODF&W entrance to HMSC allowing them to exit when they are not in a car. Tsunami danger was mentioned as the compelling reason for the addition of a button. It was pointed out the gate is not the primary exit for tsunami evacuation. The primary exit is by the housing entrance.

Hollis brought concern over people entering the roadway from the access road in front of ODF&W without stopping. HMSC Facilities will install a stop sign near the road on the outside of the fence. Hollis mentioned she would write a letter to the HMSC community to ask people to slow down on campus.

The two people that were trapped inside the RSF courtyard situation was discussed. Randy mentioned that HMSC Facilities will put up “Emergency Exit signs on the gates that lead out of this area and the NAL courtyard.

Vlada mentioned that when walking around Campus late at night that she felt safe.

Hollis brought up the concern that a method for communicating the status of building closer does not exist for the Federal Buildings. This could mean that during inclement weather, people could put themselves at risk by coming into a closed building. The issue is complex as there are many contract and OSU workers in these buildings. Hollis is working to find a solution to this problem.